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INTRODUCTION A unique design talent from southern Belgium, Kaspar Hamacher (1981), 
Eupen (BE) focuses unwaveringly on physically working and crafting 
word, rather than conceptual design. As he says himself, he regards 
himself more as a craftsman than a designer. 

Burned, split, hollowed out, struck or sculpted, wood reacts to different 
processes depending on the circumstances. Hamacher’s working 
methods produce unique, personal pieces. Design but with a deeper 
meaning: with a soul. Beyond the object itself and the hands-on 
relationship with the wood there is a kind of spirituality in Hamacher’s 
work. 

He was educated at a Steiner school, where confidence and enthusiasm 
rather than fear and competition drive learning, and he is dedicated to 
forming a profound relationship between man and nature. 

The CID is hosting the first museum exhibition dedicated exclusively 
to him. One large installation will fill the Magasin aux Foins with the 
emotions that we feel in the great outdoors when we are at one with the 
forest: a tribute to Mother Earth. One room will present different pieces 
that demonstrate his methods, his research and his evolution. Outside, 
a number of installations and a work-in-progress will invite visitors to 
make a physical connection with his work. An extensive programme of 
tangential activities will give visitors the opportunity to get right to the 
heart of the subject, in the spirit of Peter Wohlleben’s Waldakademie 
(Forest Academy).
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Being asked to write about Kaspar Hamacher puts me in a rather difficult 

position. It doesn’t happen often that trying to find the right words gives me 

a feeling of artificiality, a sense of inappropriateness. Because his pieces - 

which are simulacra of doing - need to be experienced. His work evokes and 

reveals worlds made up of wind, earth, water and fire. Useful or useless, works 

of art or functional objects, they are hard to describe because they have been 

carved, burned, chiselled, to fit in with an interstitial space between nature 

and culture. And this shape-shifting place belongs to nobody, because it is 

part of a whole that is for everybody. Explaining Kaspar reminds me of the 

story of Italo Calvino’s story of The Baron in the Trees, a teenager who decided 

to live in a tree, up high, free, surrounded by nature. Cosimo does not withdraw 

from the world. He doesn’t become a hermit. He loves, he cultivates his 

friendships, he takes part in life at a distance that helps him understand, that 

gives him a clearer perspective of nature and the lives of others. “Everything 

happened as though the more he decided to remain hidden in his branches, 

the more he felt he needed to create new relationships with the human race”.

Designer, artisan, sculptor.

Nature and being, life, force and noises, smells and the landscape are so 

present that nothing can reduce them to a single language. What syntax 

can be used to compose an account that can convey the life, the dimension 

of the experience of this unique fusion between intuition, sentiment and 

physical strength? What idiom can be communicated, without making use of 

categories, which would be pointless here? Function, abstraction, pragmatism 

and a profound spirituality, all of these definitions in which we put our trust to 

create an acceptable narrative never seem to fully fit with Kaspar’s approach. 

The questions he is asked strive to put him into context, establish a theory 

about him, and even to slot him into a segment that is not truly his, or which 

does not totally fit him. 

Kaspar is Kaspar. 

But far from being a self-referential character, he opens up his approach 

to confrontation and to the advice of others, of friends, of colleagues. His 

laid-back dimension, his “natural state”, makes him impervious and impartial 

to any theoretical construction in favour of a more intuitive and empathetic 

approach with the material and the natural dimension of his profoundly 

“terrestrial” being1. And it is around this broad freedom and this simple 

attitude that he invites us to pull up a chair and take part in an intimate 

meeting with his world without any prejudice or points of reference.

KASPAR HAMACHER 
IN THE TREES

BY GIOVANNA MASSONI

1- Musée du Centre Georges Pompidou. Dossiers 

pédagogiques-Collections du Musée Paris. 2010.  

<http:// mediation.centrepompidou.fr/education/res-

sources/ENS-brancusi/ENS-brancusi.htm>

The roots

When you meet people with such deep roots in where they are from, few are as 
capable of making it understandable and so universal. He was born in Eupen, 
on the edge of the High Fens, just a few kilometres away from Aachen (DE), 
Maastricht (NL) and Liège, in the south of Belgium, which suits him perfectly. 
Forests as far as the eye can see, a prestigious artisan heritage, the immense 
riches of a cross-border culture. Kaspar has lived and worked in nature since 
he was a child with his family. He learned to understand it and listen to it, 
taught by his father, a forest ranger. Growing up among trees, knowing how to 
look after them and respect their life cycle is a heritage that he has decided to 
perpetuate and pass on. For him, working with wood became the most direct 
way of protecting and adding value to this natural resource. He was inevitably 
seduced by the art of the great sculptors, and Michelangelo and Constantin 
Brâncuși in particular. Two artists who revealed material by showcasing its 
natural purity. The non-finito, the unfinished aesthetic of the Renaissance 
genius, who asserted that the form is already present in a block of marble, 
in nature, in clouds; or the material power of the Endless Column by the 
Romanian artist who wrote: 

“It is the very texture of the material that stipulates the theme and the form 
that must come out of the substance, they are not imposed by anything 
external”.2 

“At the beginning, I wanted to become a sculptor but the colleges that I 
went to didn’t have that as an option. So you could say that I am a bit of an 
autodidact.” 

An aspiring sculptor, a trained carpenter, a graduate in product design. 
Explaining Kaspar’s training by focusing on his academic career would move 
us away from his main goal: creative freedom. However, the different stages 
and experiences that have marked his journey have fed into a personal 
endeavour with a constant balance between artistic drive and working 
environment. During his studies, this open conflict with the academic 
precepts of mass production and industrial materials found a sense of relief 
that would turn out to be a crucial step in Kaspar’s career: his experience 
as an apprentice, in the workshop of Casimir Reynders, finally helped him 
hone his understanding of solid wood, opening up new prospects for his 
approach. Wood can be “sculpted”, combining the designer’s perspective with 
exceptional craftsmanship. Without any compromises.

It was at that moment that I met Kaspar. Chequita Nahar, director of ABK 
(Academie Beeldende Kunsten in Maastricht), had asked me to work with 
design students on their final year projects. When I saw Das Brett - the control, 
the balance: nothing was superfluous or meaningless - this silent, majestic 
object that could coherently communicate with the brilliant simplicity of Der 

2- Bruno Latour, Down to Earth. Politics in the  

New Climate Regime, Cambridge, Polity Press, 2018

« Le Terrestre tient à la terre et aussi au sol mais il est 

aussi mondial, en ce sens qu’il ne cadre avec aucune 

frontière, qu’il déborde toutes les identités. »
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Lederriemen, I immediately stopped thinking of Kaspar as a slightly confused 
student whose hand I needed to hold and I allowed myself to be guided… 

The branches

Despite his aspirations and how difficult he found it to adapt to a restrictive 
discipline, the work that he built on during his studies announced his official 
arrival in the design world. His pieces stand out right away: in an environment 
that is packed with industrial prototypes, his furniture-sculptures make a 
statement about the courage of unique objects that have been created out 
of authenticity and real savoir-faire. Kaspar’s work radiates more than most. 
The warmth of the wood is profoundly human, and probably conveys one of 
the main virtues of his œuvre: it speaks to others and brings together what 
others feel. This empathy, this tension between the inside and outside worlds, 
like branches that help the leaves absorb the sunlight that they need for 
photosynthesis and to produce oxygen, is a circular system. 

The energy of his approach is a constant exchange with others. It offers 
itself generously, and at the same time comes from a network of friends 
and colleagues, suppliers, collectors and gallery owners, or quite simply 
the public. The role played by those around him has created a durable 
constellation, based on trust and friendship. 

“The thing that motivated me the most is the people around me: they 
encouraged me, they helped me learn techniques or make choices. First of 
all you, Giovanna, and definitely Casimir, Bram Boo, Alain Gilles, then Damien 
Gernay, Norayr Khachatryan, and friends Fabian von Sprenkelten, Valentin 
Löllmann, John Franzen, Matylda Krzykowski. Lise Coirier and the Spazio 
Nobile gallery.”

The many exhibitions and the prizes he has won since his early days have 
definitely helped to consolidate his intent to persevere and uphold his own 
values and the way he works over time. The major personal exhibition that 
the CID Grand-Hornu is dedicating to him is a real challenge for him: telling 
his story through the pieces he has created over the course of a decade and 
demonstrating his determination to pursue his work, in an endless quest for 
forms that create a dialogue driven by the intuition between mankind and 
nature. 

“For me, the exhibition at the CID Grand-Hornu represents a very important 
point, it is the summit, and it is a challenge to carry on. I have evolved every 
year, and this exhibition offers me the chance to show the different stages I 
have been through side by side. From pieces that were more functional in the 
beginning, to those that are more metaphorical and artistic.”

Kaspar Hamacher’s work is convincing. His work appears in collective and 
personal exhibitions, at international design events, in museums and in 

galleries (starting with Stefan de Jaeger’s Box Galerie in 2010 and carrying 
on today with Spazio Nobile in Brussels). His audience includes private 
customers, collectors, architects... This popularity, which has seen him 
receive a people’s choice award on at least two occasions (Dynamo Design 
Award in 2008 and the Henry van de Velde Label in 2012) reveals the consistent 
quality of his pieces: the essential language that expresses his craft, his 
respect for the material and his passion, without any conceptual or stylistic 
mediation. Kaspar is a kind of outsider who finds where he belongs in a crucial 
time when the debate about the Anthropocene, the dichotomy between 
culture and nature, sustainability, ecology and a return to frugality demand 
that the mass production of objects and ideas be called into question. And 
it has been his good fortune, I’m sure of it, that he has been exhibited in 
industrial contexts. His pieces, his functional sculptures have been and 
continue to have the power to assign artisan production its true value.

The trunk

Kaspar is not an urban dweller. The reason why he gave up the idea of living in 
a town or city after a few years in Brussels once again reveals the essence of 
his work: 

“When I had the idea of using fire to hollow out pieces of trunk and create 
the legs for my stools, I realised that it was impossible to do that in a town. I 
needed open spaces. So I returned to Eupen.”

His work’s seductive power does not lie in the object or the material 
itself, but in the traces of his métier, which are always visible. Like a 
topographical survey of gestures, techniques and tools, these objects reveal 
the performance, the physical and mechanical efforts, like an intimate 
relationship with texture, volume and weight. The challenge of working with 
solid wood involves a series of ethical rules that need to be followed: nearby 
natural resources that have already had their lives taken away from them; the 
quality of the work, self discipline; the value of time; creative freedom. The 
hub is the workshop, but it is not an enclosed, solitary space, but rather the 
heart of his work, where the most important branches converge and branch 
out. Exploring the forest, collecting dead trees, transport. His work is a never-
ending, dynamic, ceremonial activity, where a well regulated production cycle, 
for the most part one that is self-sufficient, organises the process: long waits 
(the climate allowing him to go into the forest, or the time he needs to allow 
before he can start working the wood) are interwoven with cutting, burning, 
chiselling, all the while allowing his intuition and ideas to mature while he 
works. 

Der Hocker, Der Lederriemen, Das Brett, Die Chaise-longue, Ausgebrannt, Der 
Stein, Der Baum… Kaspar Hamacher, cares as much about his freedom as he 
does about ours. The titles of his pieces are the names of things, of functions 

file:////Users/giovanna/Documents/G-Documents/CID_Hamacher/index.php%3fprosec=Der%2520Baum&bildnr=0
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or of the technique used, always expressed in his mother tongue, German. The 
object is given to us directly, without any mediation. It is up to us to choose the 
level of abstraction, to decide whether or not to elevate it above the status of 
a piece of sculpture or to see it as a piece of furniture; or even to contemplate 
it in its essential simplicity, like a poetic fragment of nature.   

“I have never constructed strategies, conceptual frameworks. For me, the 
concept is a feeling, people, the materials that I choose. Each individual sees 
different things in my work. That is what I love.”

You can see the routine, the technical repetition. The choice of simple 
functions (chairs, tables). The forms that are repeated but are never the same. 
The variations in scale take the object from the functional to the symbolic. 
Wood is never a medium but rather a substance. His ongoing commitment 
to mastering his technique drives him to constantly assess himself, in an 
ongoing process of self-study. 

The material is cut, sheered, polished, chiselled, dissected, burned, to reveal 
its heart through touch, smell and the visual and emotional experience. 
All of these actions, which look violent and invasive, are never designed to 
exalt or transform nature, but are rather the results of an intelligence de la 
main (intelligence of the hand) that is capable of expressing a pure feeling of 
attachment to natural phenomena. 

“It’s hard to make a tree trunk more beautiful than it already is. My ideas must 
always respect the boundaries between destruction and creation”. 

The heart

“I love the heart of the tree, I find it really interesting to see the wood as a 
whole and not just the pieces.” 

The wood in the heart of the tree is a guarantee of authenticity and purity, but 
it is also a life message. Kaspar often talks about his pieces as metaphors. 
And you could say that the heart of the tree is the perfect metaphor for his 
approach. His technical research always aims to achieve one main goal: to 
make sure he is able to express himself and create his pieces with complete 
freedom. That’s why not long ago, he would alternate between his work in 
the workshop with collaborations involving carpentry or making stands. The 
money that he earned was always invested in machines and tools. “I am now 
living for my work. But it was hard before. Carpentry funded my freedom, my 
art.”

“I’m not short of ideas, but I am aware that I have not totally mastered my 
savoir-faire. That’s why I feel that it’s important and necessary to talk to 
people who have more experience and who can help me. There is always a 
technical solution. Break your borders – friends say to me, push your limits!” 

In fact, savoir-faire is never a series of notions, it’s actually about adapting 
to ideas, to physical and emotional conditions. It evolves, experiments, is 
assimilated.  

“The reason why I started to make my burned stools is that I could make them 
myself. To empty out the trunk of a tree, I needed a lathe, and I didn’t have 
one. So I decided to hollow out the wood using fire.” 

Burning is one of the most remarkable techniques that he uses. But can it 
be regarded as just a technique? Or is the idea of burning more about the 
meaning expressed by the performance of the fire and how the material 
reacts, which determine and convey the content, the message, the 
metaphor? Or is it just an ingenious and profoundly natural process that 
creates a frugal alternative to a technical deficiency? Describing the work of a 
craftsman, 

Richard Sennett writes “an enduring, basic human impulse, the desire to do 
a job well for its own sake”3. This attitude is probably the one most inherent in 
the approach taken by Kaspar and his workshop. 

“My objects need to be touched, to be used. I don’t want to create icons.”

This phrase, which places Kaspar even more firmly in a hybrid, but resolutely 
creative, dimension, invites us to approach his work without filters, and to let it 
live. Kaspar’s pieces bring us closer to nature and liberate us. It’s serendipity.

Giovanna Massoni

3- Richard Sennett, Ce que sait la main.  

La Culture de l’artisanat, Albin Michel, 2010

The Kaspar Hamacher quotes are taken from a 

conversation that I had with him in his workshop in 

Raeren on 14 January 2021
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Working as an apprentice for Casimir, the skilled Flemish-born designer 
and wood sculptor Kaspar Hamacher really blossomed, thanks to 
the enthusiastic encouragement of his mentor: “Kaspar, you are a 
workhorse. Choose your own path.”Like a beast of burden, in the noblest 
sense of the phrase, the young Hamacher tackled his craft head on, 
pursuing his own personal trajectory which would soon lead him (after a 
few diversions in the big city where he was far from happy) back to the 
sanctuary of his childhood: the forest. As close to where he came from 
as possible, he seeks out, carries, saws, cleaves, shaves, burns, sands, 
coats and polishes wood. 

And finishes everything off with a loving touch.

A child holds his father’s hand. Dad’s a forest ranger. The family lives in 
a house whose outbuildings were built by the father, like a kind of farm, 
with animals, in the middle of the woods. The trees rustle all around 
them. Oak and beech trees, branches, leaves and flowers whisper in 
the wind. For Kaspar Hamacher, it’s magical. He knows that the forest 
is full of life. He can sense the large animals, see the insects, hear the 
birds. He feels as though he belongs in this ecosystem. His time at 
the Steiner-Waldorf school and the anthroposophic circles he mixed 
with undoubtedly drove him quite naturally to get back in touch with 
this world. Born in Kraljevec in 1861 (when it was part of the Austrian 
Empire), Rudolf Steiner founded the philosophy of anthroposophy, 
merrily drawing on different sources of inspiration that were feeding 
into the fertile multicultural terrain of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries: Romanticism, Theosophy, 
Eastern Philosophy, Christianity, the Occult, Spiritualism, Neo-Paganism, 
the mythification of Medieval tradition and nature. Attacked for its 
lack of scientific rigour (and even its denial of scientific method), 
anthroposophy still managed to grow in a number of different 
fields of human knowledge and know-how: medicine, (biodynamic) 
agriculture, education… It was thanks to anthroposophic teaching 
methods, often denounced as being complicit in developing a kind 
of cult, Kaspar Hamacher was introduced to this close relationship 
with nature. But perhaps he was also shaped by the way that Steiner 
saw the “nature” of thought, passed on by the education received in 
Steiner-Waldorf schools. In a traditional education, a child mainly learns 
how to dissect reality by breaking it down into objectifiable units. It 
forms the capacity for analytical judgement by dissecting reality, as 
science usually does. At the Steiner school, he would be encouraged 
to develop synthetic judgements, allowing him to connect disparate 
elements, establish links (like Baudelaire in his famous sonnet), reunite 

THE MAN OF WOOD

BY MARIE POK

increasingly broad realities until he would manage to unite the world of 
ideas, which, according to the founder of anthroposophy, is spiritual in 
nature, reflecting the unity of humanity. Intuition – which undoubtedly 
sets Steiner against prejudicial rational minds – fully participates in 
the deployment of this synthetic spirit. Furthermore, children are 
encouraged to train their senses well before they are introduced 
to reason. And this undeniably helped to forge Kaspar Hamacher’s 
personality. It was this, his own path, that Casimir had clearly foreseen: 
his instinctive connection with nature, his overall grasp of the living 
world, the freedom he has achieved thanks to what Steiner called “pure 
thought”, which allows human beings to shrug off the way they have 
been represented and conditioned in order to act freely. Freedom, the 
driving force behind creativity, is the very essence of Kaspar’s work. His 
anthroposophic training means that he is part of a continuum: “Human 
beings are not alone on Earth. I feel as though I am a part of everything, 
connected to the cosmos, in the same way as everything around me: 
animals, plants, rocks…” 

This education and this sensitivity to nature do not make Kaspar 
Hamacher an esoteric weirdo or a convert of anthroposophy. He is 
first and foremost an avid fan of wood, a fine connoisseur of ligneous 
material. A fairly mediocre student at the Maastricht Academy of Fine 
Arts, he has flourished by continuing to pay attention to his affinity 
with trees and his affection for solid wood. He plots his path listening 
to nothing but his instinct and respecting his values. Although 
well practised in working with veneer panels during his carpentry 
apprenticeship with Richard Niessen, he made the decision to focus 
exclusively on solid wood. But not just any wood. Unlike many designers 
and carpenters, he only uses dead wood. The great American/Japanese 
architect and designer Georges Nakashima believed that when trees 
mature, it is “fair and moral”¹ that they are cut for man’s use, as they 
would soon decay and return to the earth.“Trees have a yearning to live 
again, perhaps to provide the beauty, strength and utility to serve man, 
even to become an object of great artistic worth,”²  
Nakashima argued. Kaspar Hamacher does not approve. He explains 
by relaying a conversation he had with an architect friend. This friend 
cited a typical question asked in architecture exams: “There is a tree on 
a piece of land to be built on. What should the architect do?”From an 
architectural perspective, the most appropriate solution is to cut down 
the tree and use all of it to make different architectural components, 
furniture and pieces that will kit out the house. For Kaspar, “the only 
acceptable answer is to drink a coffee under the tree, read a book or eat 
some fruit beneath its branches, and make sure that the owners can 
enjoy it for as long as possible.” For him, you can cut, or rather prune a 

2 -  Dr George Wald, Foreword in George Nakashima, 

The soul of a tree, Kodansha, USA, 1981, p. XV

1 -  Dr George Wald, Foreword in George Nakashima, 

The soul of a tree, Kodansha, USA, 1981, p. XV
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tree’s branches to help it, stimulate regrowth, get rid of rot or disease. 
But when it comes to handling ligneous material, Kaspar will only use 
dead trees, those that have been struck down by lightning, uprooted by 
the wind, killed by drought. At least in a natural forest, where any felling 
constitutes an act of aggression that endangers the balance of the 
ecosystem. 

Varieties

Of all the different wood species, Kaspar Hamacher admits a preference 
for oak, the “king of the forest... or the lion”. Oak indisputably conveys 
the impression of strength, stability, robustness. Although oak is in a 
bit of a paradoxical situation. Its majestic reign is coupled with a certain 
level of suffering. Indeed, “the oak trees in our temperate forests have 
a tough life, because this is the preferred habitat of beech trees (…) As 
much as this species can appear inferior to the beech in most forests, it 
is strong and sturdy when there is no competition. (…) A nasty wound, a 
tree trunk scarred by lightning? Oak hardly bats an eyelid, as its wood is 
impregnated with fungicides that slow down the rotting process. It also 
produces tannins, which repel insects (…) Even very damaged trees, 
with their main branches broken, are able to grow a replacement crown 
and live on for several centuries. (…) The thick, coarse bark of the oak is 
also much more resistant than the thin, smooth bark of the beech (…) ³  
So a healthy oak, on its own in the middle of a field, will happily survive 
for at least 500 years. “In the forest, the oak trees are the oldest,” 
Kaspar explains. Their roots draw in the water and nutrients they need 
from far away in the ground. And like all trees, they feed the animals 
around them. They are part of the cycle. Their personality is just as 
important as the quality of the wood that they provide.”When it comes 
to being used, oak creates sturdy, hard-wearing furniture with a lovely 
warm, high quality texture.

Alongside oak, beech trees are the other resident of Wallonia’s forests. 
“Walking through a forest of beech trees is a wonderful experience. It 
feels good,” Kaspar Hamacher asserts. “My Baumbank series, using 
beech, makes the most of the points in the trunk where the branches 
come out: they can naturally be transformed into the legs of tables 
or benches. The bark is thin and comes off easily. The colour of its 
sapwood and its heartwood is warm and encompasses many different 
shades. When it dries, the surface forms little waves and is covered 
with little cracks, like beautiful wrinkles. The dead trunks often host 
mushrooms, which trace out fine black lines that I find interesting.It is 
the flaws that make it beautiful! ” 

3 - Peter Wollheben, La vie secrète des arbres, 2015, 

Ludwig Verlag, translated into French from German by 

Corinne Tresca, Arènes, 2017, pp.83-86 (and translated 

into English from that French  

by the translator)

But Kaspar Hamacher also regularly works with Douglas fir, a species 
originally from Oregon, introduced to Europe in the 19th century. Its 
rapid growth and impressive dimensions make it an interesting tree 
in many ways. Hamacher appreciates its lightness and its resistance, 
which is useful for outdoor use. For unusually large-scale projects, 
it’s the sequoia that offers the designer the best trunks. “They are an 
interesting colour, they are huge, but you get the feeling that these 
trees aren’t from around here. A good sixty or so years ago, they 
planted sequoia in my region. The trees grew and now look too big for 
their surroundings. But when they are in their element, and I’m talking 
about sequoia forests in California, they are pretty impressive.”Walnut 
is another species that Kaspar has managed to work with, although 
he could only find planks, not trunks. “I mainly use them to make 
tables. It’s a lovely species, and easy to work with. I like the smell and 
the honey colour that builds up over time, as well as its fine, delicate 
texture.”That’s just about it for the range of materials used in Kaspar 
Hamacher’s work. Deliberately limited, in order to be simple, honest and 
local. 

The importance of flaws

Since he really got going, the designer has only worked with solid 
wood. This is a principle that he shares with George Nakashima, who 
explained: “A good veneer is solid, light, attractive and will not warp. 
Solid wood is heavy. It tends to split, contract or swell. Despite that, I 
only use solid wood. Why? Because it’s honest and real.”⁴

The genesis of each project is repeated according to principles that 
could be described as a ritual. The starting point is the nature of the 
piece of wood itself. Either it comes from the forest, from where the 
designer collects dead trunks, branches and stumps. Or a sawmill 
gives him beams, planks or pieces of wood that have been rejected due 
to their flaws. It is in fact precisely these wounds, these knots, these 
irregularities, these accidents that entrance the designer. It sometimes 
takes him several weeks, perhaps even years, for the idea to come to 
him. Left alone in the workshop for long periods of time, each piece 
of wood, each trunk, each beam will suddenly light a creative spark in 
Kaspar’s mind. This illumination is one of the most exquisite moments 
that his work provides. And so he develops an idea, a concept around 
a rebellious branch, a twisted shape, a mushroom, an area of decay… 
George Nakashima described the unique destiny of each piece of wood: 
“Each flitch, each board, each plank can have only one ideal use. The 
woodworker, applying a thousand skills, must find that ideal use and 
then shape the wood to realize its true potential.” ⁵

4 - George Nakashima, The soul of a tree,  

Kodansha, USA, 1981.

5 - George Nakashima, The soul of a tree,  

Kodansha, USA, 1981, p. XXI.
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Dancing with wood

Get up close and personal with wood. Work. The work of man, and that 
of time. “Wood is an intelligent material. Thanks to its internal structure 
and the way it ages, a piece of wood can behave very differently 
according to its circumstances. Cut it against the grain and it will be 
brittle, you will be able to chop it in one fell swoop along its rings. Cut it 
with the grain and it will be flexible. It will not buckle under pressure, but 
it will split along the grain. As it ages and dries out, wood becomes as 
hard and dense as stone, without totally losing its elasticity (because of 
its cellular structure) (...).”⁶ The right tools are chosen naturally. “Tools 
modify objects,” Kaspar explains. “In the beginning, I didn’t have enough 
money to invest in machines. I was only working with traditional tools: 
saws, chisels, hammers, rasps, files, gouges, planes… Getting machine 
tools means you can make bigger, more “special” pieces, in less time. In 
the end, I made a tool for my self as part of the Mother Earth exhibition, 
where I had to create a machine to turn the installation’s biggest 
sphere. Personally, I like working with a chainsaw and a plane to achieve 
that power, which can sometimes be brutal, to really get to grips with 
the wood. But the finish has to be fine and delicate. At the end of the 
process, I spend a long time coating the pieces with a mixture of oil and 
wax.” You can just imagine his big hands, tenderly caressing the wood.

There is a hint of nostalgic Romanticism in Kaspar’s craftsmanship. 
Like Wendell Castle (1932-2018), he could have incorporated new 
digital technologies into his approach. Indeed, from 2011 onwards, this 
leading figure in American craft embraced computer-aided production 
techniques, from digitalisation to 3D modelling and printing, not 
forgetting CNC (computer numerical control) milling. When he was over 
70 years old, this designer, who was impossible to categorise, marvelled 
at these new processes that made it possible to achieve things that 
human beings just could not do. This approach was in sharp contrast 
with that of Nakashima, who clung on to tradition. 75 years his junior, 
Kaspar Hamacher too has always refused to use these cutting-edge 
techniques. Not that he would criticise them though. He would not 
deny that they are part of modern life. His anthroposophic education no 
doubt has something to do with it. But it is more likely that this choice 
can be explained more simply by the fact that he has chosen a different 
path. 

Ausgebrannt

And then there was fire. A big fire was blazing in front of a hunting 
cabin. As he got closer, Kaspar came up with the idea of using this 
fiery source of energy, not to char the surface, as in the Shou Sugi Ban 

6 - Richard Mabey’s introduction, 

Trees as architecture in: William Hall, Wood, 

Phaidon, 2017. P.9

method, but to sculpt and hollow out the wood, giving it shape. The 
result was the Ausgebrannt series, which included furniture (tables, 
stools, side tables), whose legs were protected while the middle section 
was exposed to the flames. Once this process was complete, only the 
legs and the top were left. Fire was both tool and an energy source. 
It was left to its own devices to shape the outline of the object with 
hardly any guidance. The countless scars left by the burning flames 
make each piece unique. Of course other, more classical pieces were 
burnt superficially, giving them that deep, unmistakable dark colour, 
and those cracks that are so characteristic of charring. This technique 
is inspired by the Japanese method, Shou Sugi Ban. The calcination 
of the surface of the wood protects it from bad weather, sunshine and 
insects. The intense black film of carbon creates a particular finish, 
popular in Wabi Sabi, the Japanese principle of reclaiming and valuing 
imperfection. This process had already been used in 2002 by the young 
Dutch designer Maarten Baas for his graduation show at the Design 
Academy Eindhoven. But his Smoke series was first and foremost about 
symbolism: by burning icons of the history of design, he distanced 
himself from the heavy burden of the history of furniture by using fire to 
bring about a sort of “death of a parent”, sacrificing these icons on the 
pyre of contemporary creativity. This is far removed from the approach 
taken by Kaspar, who is fascinated by the way the wood reacts in the 
fire, by the way his favourite material is transformed. 

Influences

As well as the character of the ligneous material itself and the tools 
he uses, the shape of the object created by Kaspar is as profoundly 
influenced by art. At the Steiner school and then at the Maastricht 
Academy of Fine Arts, he discovered the Renaissance and admits 
that he was particularly affected by Michelangelo and Donatello. But 
it was Constantin Brâncuși and, to a lesser extent, Jean Rap and Joan 
Miro, that would really leave their mark and instil in him a catalogue 
of simple, essential, sensual shapes. As a tribute to the Romanian 
sculptor, the Belgian designer built his own endless column. This 
exercise, expressing his devotion to the master, would have a lasting 
impact, as the carpenter became a sculptor, producing several series of 
non-functional, abstract, simple pieces, like totems the idea for which, 
as always, came from random events. The Monoliths were created for 
an exhibition at Depot Basel. This platform was set up by a small group 
of creatives and is based in a former grain warehouse, where it hosts 
exhibitions, gatherings and other hybrid events. Impressed by the site’s 
former silos, Kaspar created a series of sleek sculptural pieces and 
arranged them underneath the upside-down pyramids from which the 
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grain once poured, like huge droplets of rain falling from the sky. For the 
Torch series, he used waste material from the industrial process used to 
produce planks. The need for standardisation meant that the first and 
last sections of the trunk had to be discarded, as they were too badly 
damaged and irregular to make a satisfactory end product. The artist 
made the most of their imperfect, tortured, unique shape. They were 
burnt according to the Shou Sugi Ban method. While he has never been 
to Japan, Kaspar is sensitive to that country’s culture, and in particular 
the connection that people from the Land of the Rising Sun have with 
natural elements. Nakashima described the Japanese approach as 
“the elegance and power of simplicity, the beauty of the right materials 
in construction, the delicacy of an unfinished wooden object, the 
traditional and modern creative proportions”⁷. Although he grew up 
in the United States and only spent a few years in Japan, Nakashima 
instinctively shared that relationship with nature, that respect for the 
forest, where he used to enjoy relaxing. “We need to reconnect with 
nature. I often go back to untamed nature, to rediscover my family ties 
with a rock, behind a tree, under a leaf. I meditate, eagerly awaiting a 
response.”⁸ Kaspar too enjoys nothing more than closing the door of his 
studio behind him and immersing himself in the forest to breathe and 
roam. To listen to his doubts. “Sometimes you need to take the time to 
do nothing. New ideas don’t come to you when you’re in the middle of 
production,” he affirms. And when the power of the trees soothes the 
never-ending questioning and recurrent anxieties, when the certainty 
that he has made the right decisions overwhelms the great woodsman, 
then he allows himself to be overcome by a great sense of pride, and he 
can once again regard himself as free and happy. 

Constellation

To add a bit of nuance to this idealistic vision, it’s also worth looking at 
how onerous this work is. Transport, for example, is a harsh, physical, 
gruelling job. It can sometimes even cause injuries. As he makes a 
point of living up to his nickname of “the workhorse”, the designer/
woodsman will often carry the branches and trunks that he finds in the 
forest himself. Or at least drag them to the truck. But often, given the 
tonnes that need to be moved, he has to call upon the professionals 
with their more powerful equipment. And then he has to wait for the 
weather conditions to be just right so as not to damage the wood in 
transit. But the greatest difficulty for this independent worker is to be 
able to fulfil specific orders. And yet they still come pouring in. Via the 
Internet. Or via his gallery in Brussels, Spazio Nobile. But the specific 
sizes only rarely match the planks, beams or trunks that he has 
collected. This extends the deadlines, creates a lack of understanding 

7 - George Nakashima, The soul of a tree,  

Kodansha, USA, 1981, p. 58

8 - George Nakashima, The soul of a tree,  

Kodansha, USA, 1981, p. 109

and muddles communication. It is rare for designers to have adopted 
a relationship with trees that is so pure, so radical. So crude. And yet it 
is far from unusual in the first few decades of the 21st century for them 
to have made wood their preferred, or even exclusive, material. Most 
are committed to using a short supply chain. Equally enamoured with 
wood, his friend, Valentin Loellmann (b. 1981) combines this material 
with copper, brass or steel. With a similar approach to Kaspar’s, Denis 
Milovanov, from Russia, works exclusively with solid oak. The German 
autodidact, Ernst Gamperl (b. 1965), turns his wood. After seeking out 
precious, exotic species, he has come back to European woods like 
maple, beech, Italian olive and oak. In Denmark, young Nicholas Shurey 
focuses on local varieties like maple and walnut. Taking a more classic 
approach to furniture production, Londoner Edward Collinson works 
mainly with wood, including oak felled from the land he grew up in. 
In Belgium, the remarkable cabinet-maker, Tania De Bruycker (studio 
MDST), mainly uses scrap wood. Arno Declercq is a bit of an exception, as 
he prefers iroko, a species from Sub-Saharan Africa, a region whose art 
has always inspired the young Belgian. They make up a constellation of 
designers dedicated to wood and committed to using species from their 
homeland. Kaspar Hamacher has his own unique place in this group, 
one that he inhabits with real determination. 

But what makes him so unique in his generation undoubtedly 
comes from the spirituality that permeates the way he works. It is no 
coincidence that his trade takes him deep into the forest, and that 
it is through art that he is trying to understand the world. Indeed, for 
Rudolf Steiner’s followers, who include Kaspar, mathematical logic 
and modern science only explain the material, “visible” aspect of the 
world. According to them, supernatural powers are at work in a world 
that our senses cannot perceive. As well as this, since the most ancient 
civilisations, natural elements have created a cosmogony that still feeds 
into some people’s imagination and sensibility. As George Wald explains: 
“Through the ages, humans have looked to trees to feed both the flesh 
and the soul. For humanity, trees, with their roots in the earth - their 
heads touching the sky - have always appeared to connect the Universe. 
Almost all mythologies honour Mother Earth, who gives birth and 
sustains life, and in the Sky, with the sun as the father, the principle of  
fertility. ” ⁹ Nakashima even dedicated his book The Soul of a Tree to 
Mother Earth. Without knowing it, but no doubt not by chance, Kaspar 
Hamacher dedicates his first retrospective to the same divinity. 

The source of all creation: Mother Earth.

Marie Pok 

9 - George Wald, Foreword in George Nakashima, 

The soul of a tree, Kodansha, USA, 1981, p. XV
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BIOGRAPHY AND 
EXHIBITIONS

BY LISE COIRIER

Artist, sculptor, designer with a degree from the Academie Beeldende 
Kunsten in Maastricht, the Netherlands, Kaspar Hamacher (Eupen, 
°1981) takes nature as the starting point in his day-to-day life as a 
sculptor and a designer of artistic furniture. Monoxyle purity blooms 
from sylvan beauty. Raised amongst the trees by his forest ranger 
father, in the Eastern Cantons of Belgium, he has forged his path 
through the world of art and design, winding along between sculpture 
and the contemporary applied arts. Far from the rush of our digital 
world, Kaspar Hamacher creates a close and unique connection with 
each fragment of trunk he sculpts, crafting unique stamped pieces, 
from his own creative mastery. 

Somewhere between art and design, he deliberately focuses on 
the object in all its physical strength, as a “maker” rather than a 
conceptual designer. His abilities with wood as a living material are 
the fruit of his energy and his imagination: whether working with a 
tree trunk or branch, or a piece of leather, for him it is essential to 
respect the authenticity at every step of the creative process. In 
his design approach, which he calls “Die Werkstatt” (The Workshop) 
since his exhibition at Spazio Nobile in 2017, Hamacher always aims 
to produce a piece that is both unique and personal, with a strong 
meaning and added soul. 

2008 
 — Graduation Exhibition, Academie Beeldende Kunsten, Maastricht (NL)
 — Superstore 05, Amsterdam (NL) 

Dynamo Design Award Brussels (BE), Winner of the Audience Award 
 — Aula Carolina, Aachen (DE) 
 — Arti08, Den Haag (NL) 
 — Cocoon, Brussels (BE) 
 — La Belgique des Autres, Biennale Internationale Design  

Saint-Etienne (FR)   

2009 
 — Regentenkamer, Den Haag (NL) 
 — Salone Satellite, Salone internazionale del Mobile Milan (IT)  
 — Toegepast 14, Z33 Hasselt (BE) 

2010 
 — Craft Wood, Pro Materia, Creative Space Kreon, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Maison & Objet, Paris (FR) / 
 — Bois & Habitat, Namur (BE) / 
 — KIV, Knokke-Heist (BE) / 
 — EU-Ratspräsidentschaft Juste-Lipse Atrium, Brussels (BE) / 
 — C-Mine, Genk (BE) / 
 — Design September Brussels (BE) / 
 — La Belgique des Autres, CIVA - Espace Architecture La Cambre 

Horta, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Dutch Design Week, Eindhoven (NL) / 
 — Box Galerie, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Galerie Pierre Mahaux, Megève (FR) / 
 — Dialogues, Bangkok (TH) / 
 — IMM Cologne (DE)  

2011 
 — Salone del Mobile Milano, Ventura Lambrate (IT) / 
 — Achille is watching us, curated by Matylda Krzykowski, Milano (IT) /
 — Biologiska Museet, Stockholm Design Week (SE) / 
 — Depot Basel - Prelude - 01 A Dialogue, Basel (CH)  

2012 
 — Henry Van De Velde Award 2011, Brussels (BE) / 
 — TED x Talk Hasselt (BE) / 
 — TEFAF Maastricht (NL) / 
 — Salone del Mobile Milano - Belgium is Design: Perspectives, 

Triennale di Milano (IT) / 
 — Fashionclash, Maastricht (NL) / 
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 — The Machine, C-Mine, Genk. Scenography and installation (BE) / 
 — Depot Basel, Personal Content, Craft and Scenography, Basel (CH) / 
 — Ostrale, Dresden (DE) / 
 — De Glazen Kast, Rekem (BE) / 
 — RECIPROCITY design Liège: Memorabilia, Musée de la vie Wallonne, 

Scenography and installation (BE) / 
 — Toegepast 17 Preview, Interieur Kortrijk (BE) / 
 — Toegepast 17, Z33 Hasselt (BE) 

2013 
 — Salone del Mobile Milano - Belgium is Design: The Toolbox,  

Triennale di Milano (IT) / 
 — Das Große Fressen, Gallery Freitag 18.30, Aachen (DE) / 
 — The Make Way, Scenography and installation, C-Mine, Genk (B) / 
 — The Present for King Albert II, Eupen (BE) / 
 — A Matéria das Nuvens, MuBE, São Paulo (BR) / 
 — Toegepast 18, Z33, Hasselt (BE) / 
 — Tales of Heroes, design project on the move..., Design Vlaanderen 

Gallery, Brussels (BE)  

2014 
 — La Matière des Nuages, Centre Wallonie-Bruxelles, Paris (FR) / 
 — Intersections #3, Belgian Design, Atomium, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Möbel designed for ResourceLab, Design Vlaanderen Gallery, 

Brussels (BE) / 
 — Glass is Tomorrow Workshop, curated by Pro Materia, Verrerie de 

Saint-Just (French Living Heritage), FR

2015 
 — Futur Archaïque, Grand-Hornu, Mons, (BE) / 
 — Trend Forum by Lidewij Edelkoort for ZOW Germany (DE) &  

Istanbul (TR)
 — REMADE, Halle / 
 — Design on Track, Liège (BE) / 
 — Bunder Braem, Berlin (DE) 

2016 
 — Futur Archaïque, MUDAC Lausanne (CH) / 
 — Almond & Co, San Francisco (US) /
 — TEFAF Maastricht, De Meldkamer (NL) / 
 — Milan 2016 Fuorisalone, Palazzo Litta (IT) / 
 — Design Museum Gent (BE) / 
 — Musée Bellevue, Brussels Museum of Belgian History (BE) / 

 — Season I- Post Natural History & Season II- The Forest of Lights,  
Spazio Nobile, Brussels (BE) 

2017 
 — Season VII - Die Werkstatt, Spazio Nobile, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Spazio Nobile, Art Elysées, section Art & Design, Paris (FR)

2018 
 — Spazio Nobile, Phantasmagoria, Collectible Design Fair, Brussels 

(BE) / 
 — Spazio Nobile, The Random Collection, Art Brussels, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Spazio Nobile, The Random Collection, Interieur Kortrijk (BE) / 
 — Between Art & Design. The Belgian Scene, Kanal Pompidou, 

Brussels (BE) / 
 — Spazio Nobile, Season VIII- The Age of Glass & Douglas Installation 

with François Azambourg / 
 — Spazio Nobile, Season X - Land/Scapes, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Intersection 5: Design Generations, Design Museum, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Fondation POC, Galila Barzilai Hollander Collection, Brussels (BE)

2019 
 — Spazio Nobile, Blooming Blossom, Collectible Design Fair,  

Brussels (BE) / 
 — Spazio Nobile, Keep Your Garden Alive, Révélations Biennial, Grand 

Palais, Paris (FR) / 
 — Season XII- Keep Your Garden Alive / 
 — Spazio Nobile, Unique Design Shanghai, Tank, Shanghai (China)

2020 
 — Spazio Nobile, Le Sacre de la Matière, L’Ancienne Nonciature, 

Brussels (BE) / 
 — Spazio Nobile, Season XVI – , Brussels (BE)

2021 
 — Spazio Nobile, Season XVII- Threads of Nature, Brussels (BE) / 
 — Mother Earth, solo show, CID Grand-Hornu, Hornu (BE)
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Kaspar Hamacher
Burning Balls

© photo Jo Magrean

Kaspar Hamacher

© photo Jo Magrean 

Kaspar Hamacher
Black Rounded Bench

© photo Jo Magrean 

Kaspar Hamacher

© photo Jo Magrean 

Kaspar Hamacher

© photo Jo Magrean 
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On the occasion of the exhibition Kaspar Hamacher. Mother Earth, the 
CID publishes a book that describes the specific nature of the work of 
this atypical designer.

 

 — Texts: Marie Pok, Giovanna Massoni
 — Direction: Marie Pok
 — Graphique design: Laetitia Centritto
 — Photos: Jo Magrean
 — French / English
 — 24 x 17 cm - Soft cover

CATALOGUE WORSHOP WOOD IN ALL ITS AUTHENTICITY

Sunday 22 august from 1 pm to 5 pm - price: 15 €

Designer Kaspar Hamacher will lead a workshop for adults in the 
context of the Kaspar Hamacher. Mother Earth exhibition.

Using nature as a reference, he focuses firmly on physical rather than 
conceptual design. As he says himself, he feels more like a craftsman 
than a designer.

In this workshop, he will present pieces of wood which he will read in 
depth with all the participants.

The participants will then be invited to come up with ideas for 
functional objects.

True to his approach, for which authenticity is the key to each stage 
of creation, Kaspar Hamacher will accompany each participant in the 
realisation of the object with craft tools.

Réservation required on  
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 ou reservations@grand-hornu.be

SHUTTLE UNBREAKABLE, exhibition by Hugo Meert at Keramis.  

Art Shuttle on September 4, 2021 - price : 20€

As part of our exhibitions Kaspar Hamacher. Mother Earth and Materia, 
our shuttle will take us to the site of the former Royal Boch ceramics 
production center, now transformed into a research center on earth and 
the arts of fire: Keramis.

Together we will discover this thousand-year-old material through the 
works of Hugo Meert, a Belgian designer often exhibited at the CID, in an 
exhibition entitled Unbreakable. His technicality is at the service of his 
commitments, his humor, his tenderness.

Program of the day:
10 am:  welcome coffee
10.30 am:  guided tour of the exhibitions  
  Kaspar Hamacher. Mother Earth and Materia
10 am-1.15 pm:  lunch break
1.15 pm:  departure for La Louvière
2 pm:  guided tour of the exhibition Unbreakable
4.30 pm:  departure for Grand-Hornu
5 pm:  arrival at the Grand-Hornu

Reservations required before August 27 at  
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 or reservations@grand-hornu.be

mailto:reservations%40grand-hornu.be?subject=
mailto:reservations%40grand-hornu.be?subject=
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PARTNERS

The npo CID - centre for innovation and design at Grand-Hornu is subsidised by  
the Province of Hainaut.
With the support of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation – Visual Arts Sector.

CID - CENTRE FOR INNOVATION AND 
DESIGN at Grand-Hornu 
Site du Grand-Hornu 
Rue Sainte-Louise 82 
B-7301  Hornu

+32 (0)65 65 21 21
info.cid@grand-hornu.be

www.cid-grand-hornu.be  
www.facebook.com/cidgrandhornu
________ 

PRESIDENT 
Fabienne Capot

DIRECTOR 
Marie Pok
________

COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT
Massimo Di Emidio 
+32 (0)65 61 39 11 
massimo.di_emidio@hainaut.be

PRESS CONTACT
Sophie Carrée PR
photo : sophiecarree.be/press
+32 (0)2 346 05 00 
press@sophiecarree.be
www.sophiecarree.com

OPENING TIMES
Every day from 10 AM until 6 PM, except Mondays. 
The Grand-Hornu is closed on 24, 25, 31st December and 1st January.

The office can be reached during weekdays from 8 AM to 4.30 PM.
________

ADMISSION FEE
 — Combined ticket for the Grand-Hornu site / CID / MACS: €10
 — Discount: €2 or €6
 — Group rates (minimum 15 ppl.): €6
 — School groups: €2
 — Free for children under 6
 — Free entry on the first Sunday of the month
 — Free guided tour from Tuesday to Friday at 3.30 PM, Saterday at 11 AM and 3.30 PM, 

Sunday at 3 PM and 4.30 PM
 — Audio-guides for the historic site: €2  

(FR / DUTCH / GERMAN / ENGL / IT / SP)
Free guided tours for individuals 
- from Tuesday to Saturday at 11 AM for the historic site, at 3:30 PM for the design exhibition
- Sunday at 3 PM for the historic site, at 4.30 PM for the design exhibition.
_______

BOOKING NUMBER
Advance reservation required for guided tours (by appointment) of exhibitions  
and/or historic site (FR / DUTCH / GERMAN / ENGL). 
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 
reservations@grand-hornu.be 
________

CATERING
Rizom is the sixth project of Chef Sang Hoon Degeimbre.
This restaurant, located in the heart of the Grand-Hornu, offers a cuisine that melts 
different cultures together. In addition, Rizom also provides a new fast food service in 
the cafeteria that was recently transformed by designer Benoît Deneufbourg. 

info@rizom-restaurant.be
www.rizom-restaurant.be
+32 (0)65 61 38 76




